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Glossary

3

Term

Description

BW

Bay West – location of green fields container terminal in the west of Port Phillip Bay

DAE

Deloitte Access Economics

DC

Distribution centre

ECP

Empty container park

Finished Goods

Goods which do not require any further processing and are ready for consumption

FEU

Forty-foot Equivalent Unit

GLAR

Gross Leasable Area Retail

IMT

Intermodal terminal

Industrial Zones

Plan Melbourne definition

Intermediate Goods

Goods which require further processing or are an input into a finished good.

LCV

Light commercial vehicle

Plan Melbourne

Victorian planning document that outlines the future planning strategy and priorities

PoM

Port of Melbourne

State

State of Victoria

Shop

These are retail centres which receive the finished goods

TEU

Twenty-foot Equivalent Unit

VFLP

Victorian Freight and Logistics Plan

VITM

Victorian Integrated Transport Model

VIF

Victoria in the Future
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1 Purpose
The purpose of the supply chain analysis is to compare the land transport costs for container
freight moving through the Port of Melbourne, with the cost of moving freight through the
proposed container ports at Hastings and Bay West.
This document provides an overview of the supply chain analysis undertaken for the three port
locations. It provides an overview of the methodology used to undertake the assessment and it
provides a summary of the key findings.
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2 Background
The Port of Melbourne is recognised as Australia’s largest container port. A total of 2.7 million
(TEU) containers moved through the Port of Melbourne in 2016. Full import containers accounted
for 1.2 million (TEU) and full export containers accounted for 0.8 million (TEU). The balance of
containers were empty repositioned import and export containers. Melbourne’s container activity
is largely driven by imported products, however, exports also make up a significant volume of
trade. Detailed analysis and a forecast of container movements is provided in Deloitte’s report
Container Trade Forecasts for Victoria (22 December 2016).
This supply chain assessment focuses on the movement of international containers (and the
goods they contain) outside the port gate. The analysis looks at both export and import patterns
of movement as they occur today, and attempts to assess how these patterns will change over
time and if the location of the port changes.
Export and import goods are transported to and from the port to the places at which they are
produced and consumed. These places will change over time as the population and land use
patterns change. As such, a number of macro drivers will influence the future volume, type,
distribution patterns and movement of Victoria’s freight task (these are summarised in Table 1).
In isolation, the factors may not have a significant impact on the movement of freight, however a
combination of these factors will ultimately change how freight is moved and the cost of doing so.
Table 1: Macro drivers affecting import and export containerised freight movements

Driver

Effects

Description

Population

Total volume of
freight

Containerised import demand is closely linked to population – the
significant forecast population growth across the State is likely to be
accompanied by significant growth in imports. Containerised export growth
will be driven by international demand for goods originating within the
State.

Land use

Distribution
pattern of
freight origins
and destinations

The supply of industrial land in the rapidly growing areas in and around
metropolitan Melbourne is likely to come under increasing pressure from
competing uses, constraints on land use and rising land prices. Larger
industrial sites will likely continue to be developed in greenfield areas (e.g.
Truganina in the west and Pakenham in the south east), whereas smaller
sites can be developed in infill areas (such as Epping in the north or
Dandenong South in the south east). This will change both the origin and
the intermediate destinations for imports and exports.

Freight
movement

Freight infrastructure (both the road and rail networks) will require
investment to adequately service all growth. Major freight related projects
such as the development of a second port, new interstate intermodal
terminals will also influence freight movements.

Distribution
pattern of
freight origins
and destinations

State policies plan for the inclusion of employment opportunities at new
activity centres (e.g. in greenfield residential development) as well as the
consolidation of existing activity centres in developed areas. The locations
of these activity centres affect the distribution patterns of freight as they
may be either primary (direct from the port) or secondary (via a third
party or distribution centre) destinations for freight.

Employment

In particular, new manufacturing, processing and warehousing facilities
developed further west of the city will shift the origin and destinations of
freight for both export and import.
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Driver

Effects

Description

Capacity

Size and timing
of second port

As the Victorian freight task increases, there will be increased pressure on
the Port of Melbourne. Finite land for expansion combined with optimised
efficiency improvement will play an important role in determining the need
for a second port (in terms of the size and timing).

Industry

Type and
volume of goods
exported and
imported

Victoria’s manufacturing sector is shifting away from primary production
towards secondary processing. There is also an increased focus on the
‘knowledge economy’. Together, this will have a significant impact on the
type and volume of exports (due to reduced manufactured goods for
export) and imports (due to an increase in goods required for secondary
processing).

Enabling
Infrastructure
Projects

Road and Rail
projects

Planned and proposed road and rail projects will have an impact on freight
movement (e.g. Outer Metropolitan Ring Road). In the event that some of
these projects do not proceed, there may be significant impacts to the
supply chain and the cost of freight delivery around Victoria.

Transport
type

Type of vehicles
delivering freight

The delivery mode of freight may change over time with technology
progression impacting shipping vessels, trucks and trains.

This assessment seeks to understand the impact these macro drivers will have on the supply chains
for international containerised freight moving in and out of Victoria. The current patterns of freight
movement will be modified over time to reflect changes resulting from these macro drivers.
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3 Methodology
The supply chain assessment methodology focusses on four key “levers” which influence the supply
chain movement patterns. These are:





The
The
The
The

location of the port;
overall number of import and export containers moving through Victoria (demand)1;
location of where goods are produced and consumed; and
changes to land use as the population of Melbourne (and Victoria) grows in the future.

The assessment has identified how changes to these levers impact on supply chains and what the
likely cost implications are for exporters and importers. For example, changing the port location
may result in changes to where goods are stored and distributed. This effect is demonstrated in
Figure 1 which suggests that the location of distribution centres may change to optimise the location
of the new port and the point of consumption/production.

1

7

The movement of import and export containers excludes Tasmanian container trade.
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Figure 1: Indicative Freight Movements

The supply chain analysis has been completed in two phases. Phase 1, the baseline assessment, seeks
to identify what is happening today. It uses current container movement patterns and demand. Phase
2 uses forecast demand and assumptions about future population and land use to determine future
container (and freight) movement patterns. In both phases, to understand the supply chain cost from
each port, transport cost analysis has been applied to derive a cost per TEU from PoM, Hastings and
Bay West.
This process is described Figure 2 below:

8
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Figure 2: Port Strategy - Supply chain analysis overview

A number of key assumptions were made to facilitate this process. These assumptions and method of
application are described in the following sections.
3.1

Port location and capacity

The port locations for Bay West and Hastings are those identified by the technical team. To ensure
port capacity did not disadvantage the supply chain costs for Port of Melbourne, Bay West and
Hastings it was assumed that all three ports would have 9 million TEU capacity in 2046.

3.2

Defining Containerised Goods

The first step in identifying the movement of containerised goods was to match commodity type to its
likely final end destination. For example, for imports, household goods are assumed to have a retail
destination whereas iron, steel and aluminium are assumed to have an industrial location. This has

9
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been informed by allocating commodity types into two broad categories with a percentage weighting
of total volume applied. These are:
1. Finished Containerised Goods: These goods are considered to be ready for consumption
where they are delivered to retail precincts across Melbourne via distribution centres.
2. Unfinished (Intermediate) Containerised Goods: These goods are considered to be raw
materials or manufacturing componentry which are delivered directly to the purchaser or an
industrial zone.
A summary of the allocation of commodities (generated in the demand forecasts2) into either
finished or intermediate goods, is summarised in Table 2.
Table 2: Commodity Types

Commodity

Imports
Finished
Intermediate

Beef
Beverages

p
p

Construction

p

Dairy

p

p

Household goods

p

p

Machinery & vehicle parts

p
p

p
p

Metal, non-metal & rubber manufacturing

p

p

Petroleum products

p

p

Pulp & paper products

p

Plastics & chemicals

p
p

p

Textiles, clothing & footwear

p

p

Timber & wood products

p

p

Wheat

p

p

Wine

p

p

Wool

p

p

Other cereals

p

p

Other manufacturing

p

p

Other agriculture

p

p

Other

p

IV Port Strategy, Container trade forecasts for Victoria (Deloitte)
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p
p

Iron, steel & aluminium

2

Exports
Finished

p

p
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3.3

Defining Freight Movements

Individual supply chains are developed to meet the needs of individual businesses to optimise the
delivery of goods for final consumption and intermediate processing. They are not fixed, over time
supply chains will change and adapt to meet changing market needs.
Modelling individual supply chains is an intricate process that can be quite complex as different goods
and customers have different supply chains and a number of variables which affect them. Further, this
complexity is compounded by the lack of transparency in commercial arrangements between cargo
owners and freight/logistics providers. Accordingly, due to this lack of transparency and the large
number of supply chains, it is difficult to model all supply chains and predict how individual supply
chains may change should a second port operate in Melbourne.
Furthermore, supply chain costs include the cost of storage, handling and transport. It is not possible
to model all the permutations of storage and handling costs. For the purposes of this study, these
costs have been excluded. Therefore, the main variable assessed is the distance freight travels and
how it travels (road, rail, and vehicle type) under each supply chain scenario.
A high level approach has been taken to identify the generic supply chains and estimate what the
impact of a geographic change in port location would have on freight movement patterns and
subsequently transport costs. While each supply chain is unique, a number of key drivers that
influence the pattern of movement of port related freight have been identified, these include:
1. The requirement to get containers away from the port as soon as possible to limit dwell time
at the port.
2. The restricted access to distribution centres, factories, retail sites etc., which are not open 24
hours per day.
3. Congestion on the road network adjacent to the port - particularly during the morning and
afternoon peak.
4. Geographic distance of the port from the centres of activity such as distribution centres,
retail centres, manufacturing.
5. The requirement to locate distribution centres and warehousing on relatively low cost
land adjacent to key transport links.
6. The location of Empty Container Parks (ECPs).Which influences the movement of empty
containers between distribution centres, exports and the port.
The geographic location of the port will influence the relative importance of these drivers on the
pattern of freight movement. For the purpose of this study assumptions have been made to reflect
these impacts on freight movement patterns from each of the three port locations.
It is acknowledged that changing technology, such as increased automation at the port and
distribution centres, driverless vehicles and the future size of vehicles, may have a profound impact on
the future freight movement patterns. However, these factors have not been considered in this
analysis.
A number of generic supply chains have been developed. These generic supply chains are based on
the processes identified in the 2009 Container Origin/Destination study3 and are described in the
following diagrams.

3

Port of Melbourne and Dynon Rail Terminals 2009 Container Logistics Chain Study
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Figure 3 Import supply chain 1 (intermediate goods)

Figure 4 Import supply chain (finished goods)

Figure 5 Import supply chain (intermediate goods)

Note: Not all containers are “staged” before delivery to the distribution centre, factory etc. allowance
for this has been made in the supply chain analysis.
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Figure 6 Export Supply Chain 1 (Finished Goods)

Figure 7 Export Supply Chain 2 (Finished Goods)

Figure 8 Export Supply Chain 3 (Empty containers)

Note: the 2009 study identified that a significant proportion of all containers are transported via
transport depots (staged) prior to being delivered to the distribution centres. This proportion is
assumed to remain constant over time.
Using the indicative supply chains outlined above, first and second movements were allocated to each
of the finished and intermediate goods categories. Mode (road and rail) and a reference vehicle is
assumed for each movement. The unit cost (cost per TEU) per kilometre travelled is calculated to
estimate the cost of transporting the freight over each movement leg. Further detail regarding the
supply chain assumptions has been outlined in Appendix A.

3.4

Phase One: base line assessment

The container trade forecasts for Victoria, prepared by Deloitte Access Economics for this project, were
used to allocated volumes and calculate land transport costs for future supply chains from each of the
three port locations (Port of Melbourne, Hastings and Bay West).
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3.4.1
Baseline imports
Finished goods
The 2009 Port of Melbourne Container Logistics Chain Study was used to identify the baseline
distribution pattern for full import TEU movements from each port location to the distribution centres.
Figure 9 has been extracted from the 2009 study and it represents the first destination for full
international and coastal import containers from Port of Melbourne.
Figure 9: First move from port

Source: 2009 Port of Melbourne Container and Logistics Study

The move from distribution centre to current and future retail centres was calculated using the best
available data for the activities centres outlined in the Plan Melbourne Strategy 2017 - 2050 - see
Figure 10. (Appendix A contains a complete listing of all retail activity centres in metropolitan
Melbourne).
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Figure 10: Plan Melbourne - Current and Future Retail / Industrial Zones

Source: Plan Melbourne 2017 -2050

Distances from each port location to the distribution centres and the retail centres have been
calculated. Freight flows to each precinct have been weighted according to the activity centre’s gross
leasable area - retail (GLAR). The GLAR for activity centres which were not known were estimated
using Places Victoria guidelines for new Greenfield sites, or benchmarks were used for similar sized
activity centres.
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Intermediate goods
The supply chain cost for intermediate goods has been calculated using a similar methodology to that
used for finished goods. Major industrial precincts across Melbourne were identified using the Urban
Development Program and Plan Melbourne data. To calculate the supply chain costs, the travel
distance between each proposed port location to each industrial precinct has been calculated.
Freight flows to each precinct have been weighted according to the precinct’s size and total square
metre estimates for the identified industrial areas (manufacturing, transport/warehousing, and
wholesale trade). The precinct’s size and total square metre estimates were informed by Victoria’s
State Significant Industrial Precincts4.
3.4.2
Baseline exports
Export movements have also been informed by the 2009 Port of Melbourne Container Logistics Chain
Study which identified that the majority of Victoria’s export freight movements are based on primary
products, grown and/or processed in the northern and western regions of the state. Accordingly, a
majority of exports are assumed to originate in the north-western region of the state and a smaller
percentage is assumed to originate from Geelong, Gippsland and interstate. The first move is to a
distribution/packing location and the second move is from these locations to the port.
3.5

Phase two: future freight movements

In conjunction with the container trade forecasts, a land use / future retail or industrial growth
approach has been undertaken to calculate the future supply chain pattern.
3.5.1
Forecast Imports
The supply chain analysis for forecast imports uses the same methodology as the baseline
assessment. However, future freight flows reflect future changes to the location of ports, distribution
centres and activity centres (including the changes in the volume of freight). The methodology is
summarised below.
Finished Goods

Port to DC - Distribution patterns have been calculated for each of the three ports, including
any changes to the location/share of finished goods to distribution centre areas. Changing land
use, should a port be built at Hastings or Bay West, has been taken into consideration.


DC to activity (retail) centre - freight flows have been calculated based on existing and future
activity centres (which are expected to be developed by 2040). The gross leasable area (floor
space) of each future activity centre has been used to allocate freight flows to each area.

Intermediate Goods
This was largely completed on the same basis as the baseline assessment however the following key
differences have been applied to the analysis:

4

•

Future freight flows have been directed to and weighted according to the size of the
Deloitte Access Economics small area employment projections to 2031 (using the same
industry categories for baseline intermediate goods). The supply chain analysis does not
assume that port location will affect future industrial areas.

•

The outputs of this analysis has been reviewed in the context of Victoria’s future State
Significant Industrial Precincts5.

Urban Development Program, State Significant Industrial Precincts, Department of Environment, Land, Water and
Planning.
5
Ibid.
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3.5.2
Forecast Exports
The supply chain movements for forecast exports has been completed on the same basis as imports
with a focus on a north - west origin. Further, it is assumed all exports which move through the supply
chain are finished goods.

17
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4 Findings
The supply chain analysis found that Bay West provided a lower average TEU transport cost when
compared to Hastings for both imports and exports. A key reason for Bay West having lower transport
cost, is its geographical location. Despite Hastings having a comparable advantage of being able to
stage containers at or close to the port, both imported and exported freight will be required to travel
further if Hastings was selected as Victoria’s second port location.
Imports
Bay West provides the lowest average cost per TEU for both regional and metropolitan freight
movements when compared to Hastings. Despite Hastings having the advantage of staging freight
behind the port, freight will need to travel further to Melbourne’s distribution centres and industrial
zones causing the average TEU cost to be higher for Hastings.
Table 3 below summarises the total average cost per TEU for imports at 2046 for Port of Melbourne,
Bay West and Hastings.
Table 3 Import supply chain costs (2046*) ($2017)

Port of Melbourne
Avg. Cost per TEU
Metropolitan
Regional

Bay West
Avg. Cost per TEU

Hastings
Avg. Cost per TEU

$450

$500

$640

$1,035

$918

$1,011

*refer to Appendix E for comparison to 2065

In addition to considering the impacts on import supply chain costs, the supply chain analysis also
considered the final destination of imports for both finished and intermediate goods. Figure 11 and
Figure 12 shows Melbourne’s future retail activity centres and distribution centres assumed in the
supply chain analysis by SA46 region in 2046. As can be seen, for both second port locations, the
Melbourne CBD is the largest activity centre and the Melbourne SA4 region is the largest consumer of
finished goods. This is because Melbourne (CBD) has the largest Gross Leasable Area Retail (GLAR)
compared to other SA4’s within the metropolitan region. The key difference between the Hastings and
Bay West options is the location of staging and distribution centres.

SA4 is the acronym for statistical area level 4. It is the largest sub-State regions in the Main Structure of the Australian Statistical Geography Standard
(ASGS), and has been designed for the output of a variety of regional data
6
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Figure 11 Bay West Metropolitan Imports (Finished)

Source: Deloitte Analysis

Figure 12 Hastings Metropolitan Imports (Finished)

Source: Deloitte Analysis
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In addition to determining finished goods final destination, the supply chain analysis considered the
final destination for intermediate goods. Figure 13 below shows the key final destination locations for
intermediate goods. Although the south east will continue to be a significant freight activity region,
Melbourne’s west is likely to have more industrial zoned land available in 2046 and beyond. This is
supported by the Victorian government’s state significant industrial precincts strategy which has
indicated that available industrial zoned land in the south east will be exhausted sooner than industrial
zoned land in the west7.
Figure 13 Intermediate goods - all ports

Source: Deloitte Analysis

7

Urban Development Program, State Significant Industrial Precincts, Victorian Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning 2016
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Exports
As with imports, Bay West provides the lowest average cost per TEU for exports when compared to
Hastings. As the majority of regional exports are assumed to continue to be generated in Victoria’s
north and west and Metropolitan exports are being generated in Melbourne’s west8, the geographical
location of Bay West means on average export freight travels a shorter distance to Bay West
compared to Hastings.
An average cost per TEU (for regional exporters to Hastings) with and without investment in new
additional rail capacity has been included in the analysis. The analysis indicates that it would cost (on
average) an additional $207 per TEU for exporters to use Hastings if there is no new investment in
rail. Table 4 summarises the results of this analysis below.
Table 4 Import supply chain costs (2046) ($2017)

Port of Melbourne

Bay West

Avg. Cost per TEU

Hastings
(regional export
rail)
Avg. Cost per TEU

Hastings with min.
rail for
regional export rail
Avg. Cost per TEU

Avg. Cost per TEU
Metropolitan

$266

$387

$501

$501

Regional

$606

$572

$610

$817

*refer to Appendix E for comparison to 2065

8

2009 PoM logistics study indicated that the origin of metropolitan and regional export freight was Melbourne’s west and Victoria’s north west.
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Appendix A: Data requirements
The table below describes input data used to inform the supply chain analysis:
Table 5 Supply data inputs
Item

Data Input

Description

Baseline
Assessment

2009 Port of Melbourne
and Dynon Rail Terminals
Container Logistics Chain
Study

The study formed the basis of the weighting for the origin and
destination of containers from the Port of Melbourne to the
distribution centres / industrial zones.

VITM Modelling

The reference vehicle(s) assumed in VITM for each movement
have been used for the supply chain modelling.

Deloitte Access
Economics Proprietary
Forecasts and Data

Deloitte Access Economics has access to a variety of forecasts
and data sets which have been utilised as a ‘sense check’ for the
analysis. For example, employment estimates for Victorian retail
and industrial zones have been used to compare against the Plan
Melbourne information.

VITM Reference Cases

VITM includes future potential road and rail projects to alleviate
congestion on Victoria’s transport network. These projects have
been taken into account in the supply chain modelling. For
example, the Outer Metropolitan Ring Road may provide shorter
travel distance and improved travel time between Bay West and
the north and east.

Deloitte Access
Economics container
trade forecasts

The container trade forecasts provide the breakdown of freight by
commodity type, container type and volume. The outputs of this
model have been used to classify commodities as finished or
intermediate goods which determines how goods are distributed
in Victoria or transported for export.

Forecast
Freight
Movements

Demand
Modelling

22

This study also informed the origin of exports.
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Appendix B: Supply Chain
Assumptions
Outlined in this appendix are the following assumptions made to inform the supply chain analysis:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

23

Supply chain distribution patterns
Modal share
Road Assumptions
Rail Assumptions
Empty container movements
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Supply chain distributions
As noted in Section 3, there are a number of key drivers which affect the movement pattern of freight
and its cost.
For each of the port locations an assessment has been made on the likely impact of these drivers and
the resulting proportion of containers allocated to each of the generic supply chains.
1

Port of Melbourne

Table 6 Impact at Port of Melbourne
Driver

1 Dwell time

Level
of
impact
High

2 Hours of
operation

High

3 Road
congestion

High

4
Geographic
location

Low

5 Location
of DCs
warehousing
and ECPs

Low

Comment

Implications

Port capacity is influenced by the length of
time containers are held at the dock for
loading on to all modes (road, rail and ship).
Stevedores will seek to limit the length of
time containers sit on the dock waiting to be
moved
Even though the port operates 24 hours per
day, the receiver or dispatcher of the
container generally does not. This means
that containers that leave the port “out of
hours” cannot be delivered immediately and
must be held at an off port location.
As the geographic location of the PoM is
adjacent to Melbourne’s CBD, port road
traffic is significantly affected by other traffic,
which imposes additional cost on port road
operators.
PoM is located in the centre of the
metropolitan Melbourne, and it is has good
access by road and rail to the major export
producing areas in regional Victoria. As a
result no geographic area is significantly
disadvantaged over another for access to the
port.
Distribution and warehousing activities are
predominantly located adjacent to major
arterial roads, such as East Link in the south
east, the M80 in the west, and on relatively
low value and flat land.

A high impact on the
requirement for staging

A high impact on the
requirement for staging

A high impact on the
requirement for staging

Balance of movements to the
west, north and southeast are
relatively balanced – with a
slight bias to the west

Due to its central location, PoM
represents reasonable access to
most distribution and
warehousing precincts

Table 7 summarises the container movement patterns for Melbourne based on 2009 Study – note the
“From Port” row indicates the percentage of containers staged/not staged (and where that occurs).
The “To DC /Importer locations” indicates the breakdown of where the containers are taken for
unloading.
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Table 7: Port of Melbourne import container movement patterns
Total Imports
(excludes empty
TEU’s)
From Port

Location

From DC / Importer
locations

Not Staged

Staged outer
West

Other

29%

Staged
within 10 15 km’s
50%

15%

6%

Outer West

26%

26%

26%

26%

Outer North

18%

18%

18%

18%

South East

34%

34%

34%

34%

Inner West

9%

9%

9%

9%

Regional /
Interstate

13%

13%

13%

13%

Source: Deloitte analysis of 2009 Port of Melbourne Container and Logistics Study (includes project assumptions where data is not
available)

Table 8: Port of Melbourne export container movement patterns
Total Exports
(excludes empty
TEU’s)

Location

Not Staged

Staged
within 10 15 km’s

Staged outer
West

Other

56%

15%

25%

4%

Outer West

22%

22%

0%

25%

Outer North

6%

6%

10%

5%

South East

12%

12%

20%

10%

Inner West

13%

13%

0%

10%

Regional /
Interstate

47%

47%

70%

50%

To Port
To Distribution
Centres / Export
locations

Source: Deloitte analysis of 2009 Port of Melbourne Container and Logistics Study (includes informed assumptions where data is
not available)
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2

Hastings

Table 9 Impact at Hastings

Driver
1 Dwell time

Level
of
impact
High

2 Hours of
operation

High

3 Road
congestion

Low

4 Geographic
location

High

5 Location of
DCs and
warehousing

High

26

Comment

Implications

Port capacity is influenced by the length of
time containers are held at the dock for
loading on to all modes (road, rail and ship).
Stevedores will seek to limit the length of
time containers sit on the dock waiting to be
moved.
This is likely to remain the same regardless
of port location.
Even though the port operates 24 hours per
day, the receiver or dispatcher of the
container generally does not. This means
that containers that leave the port “out of
hours” cannot be delivered immediately and
must be held at an off port location.
This is likely to remain the same regardless
of port location.
As the geographic location of the Hastings is
outside metropolitan Melbourne, road
congestion adjacent to the port is unlikely to
influence time of day movements to and
from the port
Hasting’s location in the south east means
that it is closer to the centre of Melbourne’s
population and the consumers of imports.
This is likely to have an impact on the
location of staging and the demand for land
in the south east.
Distribution and warehousing activities are
predominantly located adjacent to major
arterial roads, such as East Link in the south
east, the M80 in the west, and on relatively
low value flat land.

A high impact on the
requirement for staging

A high impact on the
requirement for staging

Little impact on the requirement
for staging

Incremental shift in containers
being transported to the south
east.

Incremental shift in containers
being transported to the south
east. This is likely to have
implications for demand for land
to perform DC functions in the
east versus the west.
Note: It is not likely that DC’s
will relocate to the Hastings port
precinct due to the higher cost
of transporting deconsolidated
loads.
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Table 10 Hastings import container movement patterns based on assumptions
Total Imports
(excludes empty TEU’s)

Not Staged

From Port
From DC / Importer
locations

Staged within 5 km

Staged other

20%

60%

20%

Outer West

5%

25%

50%

Outer North

10%

15%

25%

South East

65%

40%

0%

Inner West

5%

5%

10%

Regional /
Interstate

15%

15%

15%

Source: Project team assumptions

Table 11 Hastings export container movement patterns based on assumptions
Total Exports
(excludes empty TEU’s)

Not Staged

Staged within 5 km

Staged other

20%

70%

10%

Outer West

23%

13%

25%

Outer North

6%

13%

25%

South East

12%

13%

20%

Inner West

13%

13%

15%

Regional /
Interstate

46%

48%

15%

To Port
To DC / Exporter
locations

Source: Project team assumptions
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3

Bay West

Table 12 Impact at Bay West
Driver
1 Dwell time

Level
of
impact
High

2 Hours of
operation

High

3 Road
congestion

Low

4
Geographic
location

High

5 Location
of DCs and
warehousing

High
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Comment

Implications

Port capacity is influenced by the length of
time containers are held at the dock for
loading on to all modes (road, rail and ship).
Stevedores will seek to limit the length of
container sits on the dock waiting to be
moved
The ease of access and timing of a return trip
to Bay West may reduce dwell times at the
port and improve utilisation of vehicles
Even though the port operates 24 hours per
day, the receiver or dispatcher of the
container generally does not. This means
that containers that leave the port “out of
hours” cannot be delivered immediately and
must be held at an off port location.
This is likely to remain the same regardless
of port location
As the geographic location of Bay West is
outside metropolitan Melbourne, road
congestion adjacent to the port is unlikely to
influence time of day movements to and
from the port.
Bay West’s location in the west is closer to
the freight and logistics precincts and
industries located in the west. It is also well
positioned for interstate and most regional
transport links.
However, there is no land available for a
staging precinct within 15 km of the
proposed port to facilitate staging of
containers
Distribution and warehousing activities are
predominantly located adjacent to major
arterial roads, such as East Link in the south
east, the M80 in the west, and on relatively
low value flat land.

A high impact on the
requirement for staging

A high impact on the
requirement for staging

A high percentage of containers
are staged

With no staging precinct within
15 km of the port, likely to see a
larger proportion of containers
being transported to the outer
west (Tarneit/Laverton) for
staging.

Likely to see a larger proportion
of containers being transported
to the west.
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Bay West container movement patterns based on the following distribution assumptions

Table 13 Bay West import container movement patterns based on assumptions
Total Imports
(excludes empty TEU’s)

Location

Not Staged

Staged
within 20km’s

Staged other

50%

20%

30%

Outer West

45%

45%

45%

Outer North

20%

10%

10%

South East

10%

10%

10%

Inner West

10%

20%

20%

Regional /
Interstate

15%

15%

15%

From Port
From DC / Importer
locations

Source: Project team assumptions

Table 14 Bay West export container movement patterns based on assumptions
Total Exports
(excludes empty TEU’s)

Not Staged

To Port
To DC / Exporter
locations

Outer West
Outer North
South East
Inner West
Regional /
Interstate

Staged other

30%

Staged
within 20km’s
60%

20%

5%

15%

10%

10%

20%

8%

21%

25%

20%

10%

10%

42%

54%

30%

10%

Source: Project team assumptions

Modal share
The assumed mode share will have an impact on the total average TEU cost. While the modal share
may vary at each Port in 2046, to enable an equitable comparison of the total average TEU cost, the
modal share remained constant for each port. This has been outlined in Table 15 below.
Table 15 Port modal share (2046)

Port of Melbourne

Hastings

Bay West

Road

80%

80%

80%

Rail

20%

20%

20%
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Road Assumptions
While there are many variables which impact road freight costs, including the type of truck, assumed
carrying capacity and distance travelled between each move, the supply chain analysis has assumed
reference trucks for each move which are the same for each port scenario. Import and export truck
costs for both metropolitan and regional moves have been summarised below:
Table 16 Import Reference Trucks

Movement type

Truck Type

TEU Utilisation

Port to Staging

B Double

1.5 TEU per truck

Staging to Distribution Centre

B Double

2 TEU per truck

Staging to Industrial Precincts

B Double

2 TEU per truck

Port Direct to Distribution centre

B Double

1.5 TEU per truck

Distribution Centre to Retail centre – free
standing buildings (e.g. Chadstone shopping
centre)

Heavy Rigid Greater than
16.5 tonnes

1 TEU equivalent

Distribution Centre to retail centre – Street
level retail precincts

Curtain Sider
- single axle

0.5 TEU Equivalent

Port to Factory

B Double

1.5 TEU per truck

Staging to Distribution Centre

B Double

2 TEU per truck

Port Direct to distribution centre

B Double

1.5 TEU per truck

Metropolitan

Regional

Table 17 Export Reference Trucks

Movement type

Truck
Type

TEU Utilisation

Origin direct to Port

B Double

1.5 TEU per truck

Origin to staging

B Double

2 TEU per truck

Staging facility to
Port

B Double

1.5 TEU per truck

Origin direct to Port

B Double

2 TEU per truck

Origin to staging

B Double

2 TEU per truck

Metropolitan

Regional
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Rail Assumptions
Two reference trains were assumed for the supply chain analysis, a regional and metropolitan train.
The regional train was assumed for export rail movements with a metropolitan train assumed for
import rail movements.
Table 18 Reference Trains

Locomotives
Wagons
TEU Carrying Capacity
Utilisation

Regional train

Metropolitan train

2.0

2.0

55.0

42.0

2.0

2.0

80%

80%

While the majority of exports originate from Victoria’s north and west, rail exports and their relevant
percentage of total rail export volume is assumed to originate from the following regional intermodal
terminals (IMTs).
Table 19 Rail Export IMT locations
Rail Export IMT locations
Dooen
Merbein
Donald
Deniliquin
Mooroopna
Tocumwal (NSW)
Warrnambool
Wodonga
Maryvale
Morwell
Ettamogah (NSW)
Griffith(NSW)
Bomen (NSW)
PN regional (SA)
Harefield (NSW)
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The following metropolitan IMTs were assumed for imports rail movements:
Table 20 Import IMT locations
Import IMT
Laverton
Somerton
Lyndhurst
Empty container movements
There are two types of empty container movements assumed to occur in the supply chain analysis.
The first empty container movement types are those which occur as a result of empty containers
being delivered to an export origin or packing location or containers being de-hired as a result of the
import container movement.
The second container movement assumed in the supply chain analysis is the export and import of
empty containers. That is, the movement of an empty container between the empty container park
and the port for repositioning by ship to another port due an imbalance of trade (between ECP and
Port)
The 2009 container logistics study found that the ECPs were generally located near or at the port9
Accordingly, ECPs for each port have been assumed to be located in similar locations to staging
facilities. These ECPs are utilised once import containers are de-hired at the distribution centre
locations or export containers are hired and packed at the point of origin or distribution centre.
Regional ECP movements are assumed to occur to within ten kilometres from the export origin or
import destination.
As the second empty container move sees containers being transported from the ECP directly to the
port, it is assumed that these ECPs are located at the port or close to the port’s staging facilities.10

9

Port of Melbourne, 2009 Container and Logistics Study, pg 44

10

Ibid.
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Appendix C: Retail Activity
Centres
List of 120 Retail Activity Centres – current and future (Plan Melbourne 2014)
Brimbank

Heidelberg

Glenhuntly

Deer Park

Ivanhoe

Carnegie

St Albans

Reservoir

Sandringham

Sydenham

Preston - Northland

Hampton

Hopkins Rd.

Preston - High St.

Brighton Church St.

Caroline Springs

Northcote

Brighton - Bay St.

Plumpton

Brunswick

Elsternwick

Rockbank North

Coburg

Sunbury South

Melton

Glenroy

Sunbury

Rockbank

Gladstone Park

Airport West

Melton, Woodgrove & Coburns Rd.

Lilydale

Wollert

Richmond - Victoria St.

Chirnside Park

Caulfield

Richmond - Bridge Rd.

Croydon

Hastings

Richmond - Swan Street

Bayswater

Mornington

Chadstone

Boronia

Chelsea

Malvern/Armadale

Rowville - Stud Park

Mordialloc

Toorak Village

Mountain Gate

Mentone

Prahran/South Yarra

Wantirna South - Knox

Cheltenham

Balaclava

Burwood East - Tally Ho

Cheltenham - Southland

St Kilda

Brandon Park

Moorabbin

Port Melbourne - Bay St.

Glen Waverley

Bentleigh

South Melbourne

Clayton

Beveridge

Fitzroy - Smith St.

Oakleigh

Mickleham

Fitzroy - Brunswick St.

Mt. Waverley

Craigieburn

Carlton - Lygon St.

Burwood Heights

Craigieburn Town Centre

Braybrook - Central West

Forest Hill Chase

Roxburgh Park

Maribyrnong - Highpoint

Nunawading

Mernda

Manor Lakes

Doncaster East - The Pines

South Morang

Tarneit

Doncaster Hill

Diamond Creek

Werribee

Camberwell Junction

Eltham

Werribee Plaza

Hawthorn - Glenferrie Rd.

Greensborough

Hoppers Crossing

Kew Junction

Casey Central

Point Cook

Pakenham

Clyde North

Williams Landing

Officer

Clyde

Williamstown

Berwick

Cranbourne

Altona

Endeavour Hills

Karingal
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Altona North

Keysborough - Parkmore

Essendon North

Flemington - Racecourse Road

Noble Park

Niddrie - Keilor Rd.

Ascot Vale - Union Rd.

Springvale

Riverdale

Moonee Ponds

Hampton Park

Wallan

Epping

Sunshine

Footscray

Box Hill

Ringwood

Broadmeadows

Frankston

Dandenong

Fountain Gate

Toolern

Lockerbie
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Appendix D: Industrial
Locations
The selection of the industrial locations was informed by the Victorian Government’s Department for
Environment Land, Water and Planning Urban Development Program, State Significant Industrial
Precincts 2016. The State Significant Industrial Precincts (SSIPs) comprise of:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

West SSIP
Inner SSIP
North SSIP
South SSIP
Pakenham/Officer
Hastings

As the supply chain analysis required reference locations to calculate the TEU cost to each SSIP
region, the following locations were assumed:
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Wantirna / Bayswater
Springvale and Mulgrave
Dandenong and Hallam
Broadmeadows
Keilor
Laverton
Preston / Heidelberg
Port Melbourne
Yarraville
Altona
Hastings
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Appendix E: Supply chain cost
comparison
Outlined in this appendix is the average supply chain cost (regional and metropolitan) for 2046 and
2065. The comparison was completed for modelling purposes only and may not reflect what actual
supply chain costs may be in each reference year:
Reference year 2046
Import Volumes (excluding empty containers): 3.1m
Export Volumes (excluding empty containers): 1.1m

PoM - without
Freight Link

C3 Bay West full
development

C2 Hastings full
development

C2a Hastings full
development with
minimum rail
(exports only)

Imports

$686

$668

$789

$789

Exports

$436

$480

$552

$606

IMEX

$615

$614

$721

$747

Note: The supply chain costs above are a weighted average costs of the supply chains outlined in section 3.3 for both metropolitan
and regional moves. The IMEX cost is the average of the import and export weighted average costs under each port scenario.

Reference year 2065
Import Volumes (excluding empty containers): 5.1m
Export Volumes (excluding empty containers): 1.4m

PoM - without
Freight Link

C3 Bay West full
development

C2 Hastings full
development

C2a Hastings full
development with
minimum rail
(exports only)

Imports

$697

$680

$806

$806

Exports

$438

$486

$589

$655

IMEX

$623

$624

$744

$771

Note: the supply chain costs above are a weighted average costs of the supply chains outlined in section 3.3 for both metropolitan
and regional moves. The IMEX cost is the average of the import and export weighted average costs under each port scenario.

Vehicle speed is an important input to determining supply chain costs. As VITM does not include any
reference transport projects beyond 2046, Melbourne’s average metropolitan speed was estimated to
2065 by undertaking the following:
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Using the VITM speeds for this project for 2011, 2031 and 2046.
Applying an estimated per annum reduction in average speed between 2031 and 2046 in order
to project out to 2065. Please note, this assumes that there would be a similar investment in
the transport network between 2046 and 2065 as there was between 2031 and 2046 (which
was substantial and includes OMR, MM2, CLR and MARL).
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This results in the average speed in metropolitan Melbourne declining from 46.6 km per hour
to 43.1 km per hour.
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